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Tiki 3D box

What is it?

- Tiki is a product and it is common on the web for softwares to have a box picto that looks like something you can take off the shelf in a shop
- we should have it to promote better the "out-of-the-box" message
Some inkscape tutorials to help improve the pictos

- inkscape tutorial on how to create a product box: http://showmedo.com/videotutorials/video?name=1330000&fromSeriesID=133
- inkscape tutorial on how to create a shiny background: http://showmedo.com/videotutorials/video?name=1320000&fromSeriesID=132
- inkscape tutorial on how to create a sunburst background: http://showmedo.com/videotutorials/video?name=1920000&fromSeriesID=192
- inkscape tutorial on how to create a funky text: http://showmedo.com/videotutorials/video?name=1390000&fromSeriesID=139

Tiki release number

What is it?

- a small picto to for using on promotional material for a Tiki version
- can be modified easily by anyone using the source and be mixed with other promo elements
- please feel free to play around if the mighty muse found you

proposed sketch

get the source svg file: tiki_releasenumber_01.svg (89.86 Kb)

Alias

- logo guide
- brand guide
- branding guide
- branding